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threat intelligence (t&i) is the capture, categorization, and sharing of data pertaining to cyber intrusions. t&i allows for the analysis of data in real time, gives organizations knowledge they need to protect their information assets, and contributes to the development of cyber defense
tools. a social engineering toolkit that would allow anyone to gain access to a facebook account. the goal is to simulate the behavior of a user that may be new to facebook security. it simulates user session, account creation, and account reset. it then uses the data from these actions to
gain access to other user accounts and retrieve data. the vulnerability allows a social engineering attacker to get facebook session tokens for other facebook users if they are part of the same group. facebook identifies this group by the group id "820528" in the code found in the
download. paul beausoleil - @ptfpaul - released a draft of a json web tokens standard that he's using to allow pgp encrypted https web-apps to share it's key - but i'm not sure how the provider they use to deliver the tokens works. it's probably some sort of generating function on the
server. currently it's offline using a torrent file containing the keys to be shared.. jmsx really is pretty cool, and i was really glad that i got involved into this one. we have the docs in place for the pgp parts, and we've written down several client and server implementations. we plan to get
to an actual usable project shortly.. as we were finding that we need to sign some e-mails before we send them - we needed something to work when the e-mail was stored in a hsm. we couldn't find a suitable library that allows us to sign from php - so i wrote one..
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